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This project has received funding from the 
EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement #769086

Adding the cargo bike to the Utrecht public bike systems. Utrecht has already different public bike
systems (OV-Fiets, the public transport bike of the Dutch Railways and a public bike system at the
University campus).
In 2020 the private company Cargoroo asked the City of Utrecht permission to introduce a public
cargo bike system in Utrecht. Their target group are families in residential areas.
They need a concession of the City of Utrecht. The Municipality of Utrecht is just facilitating, not
financing. The public cargo bike system is an activity of Cargoroo, a private company.

Recommendations

1. A private initiative like the Public Cargo 
Bike, must be adopted by a municipal 
program

2. In Utrecht the program of Shared Mobility 
was the ideal program to adopt this initiative

3. There must be enough room in the public 
space to park the cargo bikes

Outcome

Between 2014 and 2019 the Municipality of
Utrecht has 3 rental cargo bikes in a bicycle
parking in the shopping district of the historical
inner city. This was a pilot of a regional mobility
management project. This pilot has ended, and
the contract of the rental cargo bikes had not to
be continued because of the high costs and the
lesser income.
In June 2021 Cargoroo received a 3-year
concession for the exploitation of 100 family
cargo bikes in the Municipality of Utrecht. The
target group of Cargoroo is families. All the
cargo bikes are placed in residential areas.

Impact

In the first half year of Cargoroo Utrecht 13,122
trips has been made with an Cargaroo cargo
bike (source: Cargoroo).
Cargoroo is also active in other cities in The
Netherlands and Belgium. See www.cargoroo.nl
More detailed information is not available at this
moment.

Process

1. Concept concession Municipality Utrecht –
Cargoroo (begin 2021)

2. Select the residential areas (Cargoroo)
3. Making the implementation and

communication plan (website Cargoroo)
4. Contracting (Municipality of Utrecht and

Cargoroo)
5. Implementation (June 2021)

PUBLIC CARGO BIKE SYSTEM
GEMEENTE UTRECHT

Contact: the program of Shared Mobility, 
e-mail  deelvervoer@utrecht.nl

Utrecht delivered a concession
for a private company

All the cost are for Cargoroo

Replicability: if you have an 
initiative like Cargoroo, it‘s
easy
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programme under grant agreement #769086

The cargo bike is not mentioned in the mobility policy of the Municipality of Utrecht. For the
integration of the cargo bike in the mobility policy, it is necessary that we have an actual overview of
the developments and trends of the use of the cargo bike. There is a lot going on in the private
sector. We see different companies using the cargo bike (DHL, PostNL, Cool Blue, Ikea) and we
see also small companies (food delivery, plummers, etc.) using a cargo bike. But we have no data at
all of the trends and developments.
If we had actual data, it would be possible to develop a more pro-active logistics policy.
With this overview we also want to know how we can stimulate micro hubs. The municipality of
Utrecht is not founding micro hubs. But we can facilitate them and bring companies into contact.

Recommendations

1. Collecting data is done by the municipality. 
There must be staff available for this.

2. If there is no existing data, like in Utrecht, 
collecting data is a relatively big project.

Outcome

In cities like Utrecht, with a medieval inner city,
the logistics is a challenge in the narrow and
vulnerable streets. Not only in the shopping
district, but also in the in the more residential
parts of the inner city.
The use of the cargo bike is growing in last
decade. Not only in the City of Utrecht, but in
general in The Netherlands. Unfortunately, there
is no data about this development available. We
only see what is happening in our streets.
Companies like DHL, PostNL and Cool Blue
deliver by cargo bike. Small entrepreneurs sell
or transport by cargo bike.

Impact

In 2019 we have written a plan of action (in
Dutch) to collect data for this overview. Currently
we are looking for finances and staff to carry out
this project.

As a knowledge exchange (city logistics) we
visited the City of Mechelen (B) in December
2019. Both cities presented their inner-city
developments and the logistics issues. We also
visited the shopping district of Mechelen with the
new access system.

In 2021 Utrecht delivered CCCB an overview of
cargo bike activities in Utrecht.

Due to the Corona pandemic a more detailed
overview and data are on hold. No Utrecht staff
is available.

Process

1. Write a plan of action
2. Funding / planning
3. Carry out the investigation and report
4. Identify the target groups and formulate

measures

OVERVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENTS 
AND TRENDS OF THE USE OF THE 
CARGO BIKE  GEMEENTE UTRECHT

Contact: ds-move@utrecht.nl

Effort: to collect data
takes a lot of time and 
staff

Costs: only staff

Replicability: easy
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In 2020 the Utrecht Tourist Organization used a cargo bike as a mobile tourist information centre in
the station area. Because the Utrecht Tourist Organisation needed a mobile information point, they
have chosen a cargo bike as a mobile information centre. This is a cooperation of the municipality,
the Tourist Organization, the shopping centre and the Dutch Railways.

Recommendations

1. There must be a third party, like a tourist 
board or an event organisation who is willing 
to use such an cargo bike

2. Ownership and maintenance must be clearly 
defined

Outcome

To inform the visitors and tourists of Utrecht by the
‘tourist information cargo bike’.

We want to expand the use of this tourist information
cargo bike. For example, it also can be used as an
information point at events (sport events, cultural
events, festivals).

Impact

We visited the current tourist information bike and
talked to the information staff. This bike is used daily at
the Utrecht Central Railway station. The reason they
have chosen a cargo bike is the distance between the
night storage and the daily spot at the Railway station
(300 meter). The cargo bike was owned by the Utrecht
Tourist Organization.
In the December 2019 we held talks with the Utrecht
Tourist Organization about the idea to install a second
(light weight) cargo bike as a mobile tourist information
point. Utrecht is a city with a lot of events (for example
the start Vuelta in 2020). In January 2020 we also talk
with the Vuelta organization about this idea and
continue the talks with the Utrecht Tourist Organization.
The Tourist information bike stopped after just one year
due to shortage of finances.
The Cambridge Information Bike (see picture) was our
inspiration for the Utrecht Tourist Information bike.

In 2020 and 2021 no incoming tourism at events visited
the city of Utrecht because of the Corona pandemic.
In the spring 2022 we started new talks with the Utrecht
Tourist board and with the Utrecht Vuelta 2022
organisation. But so far without results.

Process

1. Consultation between Municipality of Utrecht, the
Utrecht Tourist Organisation and the Vuelta

2. Funding, contracting and implementation
3. Try out at an event as a pilot, for example Vuelta

2020
4. Evaluation of the pilot

THE TOURIST INFORMATION 
BIKE GEMEENTE UTRECHT

Contact: ds-move@utrecht.nl

Effort: the municipality of
Utrecht just finances the
tourist bike

Costs: investements and 
maintainence

Replicability: there must be a 
third party who is willing to
use the bike
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The CCCB media bike was used to make some promotional movies about the possibilities and
challenges of the use of the cargo bike in Utrecht. With these movies we want to inform the private
sector and the inhabitants of Utrecht about the possibilities and benefits of the use of a cargo bike.
We use these movies on the internet but also at meetings. We also want to make a webpage about
cargo bikes in www.utrecht.nl.

Outcome

Making some short movies with the media bike of
local heroes. For example, a family cargo bike, a
transport company, a retail company, a food seller,
the touristic cargo bike, etc.
Making a webpage ‘cargo bikes’ at www.utrecht.nl

To inform the Utrecht public and companies about
the benefits of cargo bikes by making short movies
of different target groups and making a webpage.

Impact

We have written a plan of action (in Dutch) and
made a list of possible participants. In the first half of
2020 we planned to continue this activity.

Because of the Corona pandemic, we had no
activities with media bike and webpage.

Process

1. Booking the CCCB media bike
2. Select different cargo bike users in Utrecht
3. Planning the filming period
4. Filming
5. Editing and publishing the movies
6. Talks and negotiations with the Utrecht web

team
7. Adding the webpage at www.utrecht.nl

MEDIA BIKE AND WEBPAGE 
GEMEENTE UTRECHT

Contact: ds-move@utrecht.nl

Much effort to 
implement the measure

Not much cost

Very easy to replicate
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The logistics broker is a regional project that is available for small, middle sized and large
companies for advise and consulting The logistics broker can also bring the different initiatives into
contact with each other.
For example: in one of the major shopping streets in Utrecht, there is a demand by the shopkeepers
for a shared cargo bike. The logistic broker is able to help them to realise this initiative.

Recommendations

For a logistics broker you need a regional 
mobility organisation (region, province, state, 
etc)

Outcome

The logistics broker assists the Utrecht
companies by choosing their transport
solutions (zero emission solutions).
One of the possible transport solutions is
the cargo bike. The logistics broker can
advise companies and bring them
together.

Impact

In 2019 we had talks with the logistics
broker. But in 2020 there are some
changes in the Goedopweg organisation.
Goedopweg is a regional organization
(province of Utrecht, the State of The
Netherlands and several municipalities),
which promotes sustainable mobility for
companies and commuters.

At this moment it is not clear if a logistics
broker will promote cargo bikes. In 2020
we wanted to continue the negotiations
with Goedopweg. But the Goedopweg
organization has ended their activities with
the logistics broker in 2020.

So as a result of this, this implementation
plan also ended.

THE LOGISTICS BROKER
GEMEENTE UTRECHT

Contact : ds-move@utrecht.nl

Medium effort

Not too much cost

Easy to replicate
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The municipality of Utrecht (3,500 employees) has a large car fleet. These cars are used for
transport, inspections, waste collection, maintenance, etc. The municipality uses only one cargo
bike (the survey department). But there is a demand for more.
In the parking garage of the city offices there are some 100 municipal bikes available for business
trips. By adding one or more cargo bikes to this bicycle fleet, we can make a start with the
introduction of the cargo bike in the municipal fleet. There is a demand for that (colleagues who are
organising promotion, information and public participation meetings). At the same time we decide
together with the facility department of the Municipality of Utrecht, what future role the cargo bike
can play in the municipal fleet.

Recommendations

1. The mobility policy and the facility 
management a of municipality can have 
totally different priorities

2. Responsibility of ownership and 
maintenance must be solved before adding 
cargo bikes to the municipal fleet

Outcome

Integrate the cargo bike in the municipal fleet.

The employees of the municipality of Utrecht (waste
collection, promotion and information activities,
survey department, etc).

Impact

The municipality of Utrecht had 3 municipal rental
cargo bikes in one of our public bicycle parking’s.
This project ended in 2020.

In 2020 we had meeting with the facility department
and the maintenance department to inform them
about the idea to integrate the cargo bike in the
municipal fleet.

In 2020 and 2021 the municipality organisation had
other priorities because of the Corona pandemic.
Closed offices and a changed way of working (home
office). In 2022 we had several talks with our facility
managers about implementing the cargo bike in the
municipal fleet. But due to ownership and
maintenance discussions, this implementation
project has ended.

Process

1. One municipal rental cargo bike can be available
for the municipality organisation

2. Meeting with the facility department and the
maintenance department

3. Making a plan of ownership and maintenance
4. Buying the cargo bikes

MUNICIPALITY AS A ROLE 
MODEL GEMEENTE UTRECHT

Contact: ds-move@utrecht.nl

Too much effort

Medium cost

Easy to replicate


